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Everybody’s Talking
Burnt offerings: Crusty on the outside and chewy on the inside 
sound like a perfect combination for dinner rolls. However, the bread 
product in question is known as “heavy- fired” or “well-fired” rolls, and 
they can be as black as extremely burnt toast on the outside. Bakeries 
in Scotland have made these buns for many decades, and often sell 
out of their day’s supply early in the morning. Some people love the 
charred offerings, finding them addictive. Others think the buns are 
a huge joke, wondering how a bakery could possibly get away with 
burning their wares, and then selling them. There is even some debate 
about whether the burnt tops are carcinogenic.

Meme mark: Anyone who subscribes to a stock photograph site 
can obtain an image and use it for their own purposes, such as 
to accompany a magazine article or illustrate a concept in an 
advertisement. But a man from Molins de Rei near Barcelona, Spain, 
was surprised to discover that his face had become a meme for “the 
worst person you know.” It happened because Josep Maria Garcia 
had submitted his portrait to a photo site, where it was picked up and 
used to accompany a satirical magazine article. After getting used to 
the idea, Garcia decided to joke about it, as he knows he is not a bad 
person

Walking dog: A dog from Ouray, Colorado (U.S.), is a celebrity, but 
not as part of a circus act. Dexter, a Brittany spaniel and beloved pet 
of Kentee Pasek, walks on his two hind legs. It’s not a trick. As a pup, 
Dexter was injured in a mishap with a car, leaving him with the use of 
only his hind legs. Pasek got him a doggy wheelchair, but before long, 
Dexter had abandoned the chair in favour of walking upright on his 
hind legs. Today, he is well known through social media and by taking 
part in parades. His loving human takes good care of him and ensures 
that Dexter regularly sees the vet for check ups.

Dumpling drink: Lots of people enjoy eating gyoza, which are 
fried, boiled, or steamed meat dumplings that originated in China, 
where they are called jiaozi. Usually spiked with a bit of chili, ginger, 
and garlic, they are served with a vinegary sauce, making the flavour 
combination quite satisfying. A beverage company in Japan launched 
a soda they claimed tastes like gyoza, but the feedback has been mixed. 
Many people find the taste incongruent with a carbonated beverage, 
and say they prefer to eat their gyoza, not drink it. The bottled soda 
does attract the curious, who might dare friends and family members 
to give it a try.

Quoteable Quotes
“Stand for something or you will fall for anything.” —Rosa Parks
“You can make more friends...by becoming interested in other people 
than you can...by trying to get other people interested in you.” 
— Dale Carnegie

What’s Happening
Sundre Museum. The Museum welcomes school and group tours. 
Call for details 403.638.3233.

Tuesdays at the Sundre and District Museum. Structured 
Learning Programs. Tuesday Afternoons 130 to 3pm. Suitable for 
preschool - Grade 2. Please bring a 2 dollar donation per child, a 
healthy snack, inside shoes, and water bottle.

Sundre’s Kick It to the Curb is BACK. Saturday AM, place 
unwanted items OUTSIDE on the front yard with a FREE note attached! 
Tour around town to find your own FREE treasures. Unclaimed items 
must be indoors by 8PM Sunday.    Runs May 27,28. June 17,18. 
July 22,23. Aug 26,27. Sept 16,17.

Fridays. Farmers Market. Sundre Farmers Market. Fridays at 430-
7pm. Runs until September 17.

June 23. Pro Rodeo. Sundre’s Pro Rodeo is going WILD. June 
23,24,25. Get on out there to see the best in the West.

June 24. Sundre Musuem Sip and Paint. Save the Date - Sip 
and Paint Saturday June 24th 1-4pm. Call 403-638-3233 for more 
information.

Nov 4. German Canadian Club of Red Deer County Christmas 
Market. Come out for this popular Christmas Market. 10a - 4p, Nov 
4th at 38167 RR280 in Red Deer County.

GET IN WHAT’S HAPPENING - Submit your event to www.
bvcoffeenews.ca and be seen here by thousands of readers 

each week. Please give 6 weeks notice
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Trivia
1. __________ is when a caterpillar transforms into a butterfly.
2. A hock, knee, or elbow joint connects a chicken’s drumstick and ankle joint?
3. This is a large body of ice that moves over land.
4. The Battle of Waterloo was fought in present-day England, Belgium, or 
France?
5. What is a southerly buster?

(Flip bottom of page for answers)
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